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[Open Innovation] Nowadays, the term
“Open Innovation” is often used. It is difficult
to create new things with just one idea.
However, “Open Innovation” is a method that
can generate new ideas by gathering people
with various experiences and knowledge.
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[Tacit Knowledge] Some of the knowledge
and ideas that people have are not always
easy to express in words and sentences. In
fact, many of them are difficult to put into
words. “Explicit Knowledge” is the knowledge
that can be expressed in words, while “Tacit
Knowledge” is the knowledge that cannot be
expressed in words.

[Knowledge Management] If we can share this “Tacit 
Knowledge” with others, we will be able to generate far 
more innovations than ever before. This is called “Tacit 
Knowledge Innovation”. Moreover, if this effort can be 
undertaken within an organization (eg, within a university, company, 

or university laboratory or company department), that organization will 
always be able to innovate. That method is called 
“Knowledge Management”.

How to share 
everyone's ideas?

It has been done in Japan for 
a long time. 

But, it's difficult in other 
countries. WHY ??
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[Innovation creation method in Japan] Japanese 
companies have long been unknowingly engaged in 
this knowledge management. This has led to the 
creation of innovation in Japan.

In this lecture, you will learn an example of tacit 
knowledge innovation in Japan through a case study.

32 Japanese companies was selected in Top 100.

https://clarivate.com/derwent/zh-hant/campaigns/derwent-top-100-global-innovators-2020-report/
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[Coaching] Coaching is the most important method in this 
knowledge management. Coaching in a broad sense refers 
to teaching things to others. But, the meaning of coaching 
in this lecture is to teach Tacit Knowledge to others.

The most important thing in tacit knowledge is “The Way of 
Thinking” when working on a job. The most important thing in 
coaching is how to teach this " The Way of Thinking " to others. This 
kind of " The Way of Thinking " is called "極意GOKUI (=Secret)" in 
Japanese.

In this lecture, you will learn one of the important ways to acquire 
the Secrets for creating innovation in Japan.
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Examples of major innovations 
From Japan

持続的イノベーション
(Sustaining innovation)
漸進的イノベーション

(Incremental innovation)

Candle light bulb fluorescent light LED
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1968 Trinitron Very good image quality TV
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Japan is just only improving 
products based on the 

principles of Europe and the 
US ??
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Endoscope        Gastroscope    GT-V（1960）

Zipper (1934)
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1958 instant ramen, 

instant noodles 
1971 Cup Noodle

Media Mix    Astro boy (1963) 
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Toyota hybrid system (1997) Prius

Blue LED (1995)

Nobel Prize in Physics (2014)
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1983 Home video game console          Family computer

1964  high-speed ground transportation    Shinkansen
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1991   Wall-mounted TV （LCD)

1964 Desktop calculator
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Japan is just only improving 
products based on the 

principles of Europe and the 
US ??

Many are YES, but sometimes different

革新的イノベーション
(Radical innovation)

破壊的イノベーション
(Disruptive innovation) 
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1979 Walkman

KARAOKE (1971)
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3D Printer (1980)

m → 0.165 m → 1.10

The pressure sensitive characteristic 
curve can be expressed mathematically

Human pressure sensitivity
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Pressure sensor

1999 Pet robot     SONY AIBO  

When I was in the 2nd year 
of doctoral course
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2001  Electronic pen with liquid crystal display (LCD)

This electronic pen has innovated.
Radical innovation

Disruptive innovation

Electronic trafficking has made it possible for manga artists to 

live outside of Tokyo. We led the manga artist's address free.
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OLM Asia MANGA Studio @KL

Cartoonists were born all over the world. Talents from all 
over the world are gathered in Japanese manga.

Toyota i-REAL (2007)

Used for guidance and security services at Chubu International Airport (Centrair) 
in 2009

https://response.jp/article/2009/06/18/126161.html
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Roland V-Combo (2000-)

The pressure of pressing the keyboard can be recorded as numerical 
data. The pianist‘s playing feel can be archived. Furthermore, the best 
performance can be synthesized by analyzing with AI.

10/58

Noblesse oblige

suggests noble ancestry constrains to honorable 
behavior; privilege entails to responsibility
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The Japanese do not have “Noblesse Oblige”. 
Everyone has ethics and responsibility. 

This is a strength.

The Japanese have only the same class around them. 
There is a culture that gives ideas to the enemy. 

There is strength as an organization (Team Work).

6524 26 45

Japan is a seniority-based salary system

연공형임금
Заработная плата, зависящая от выслуги лет

Japan

Results-oriented
(Top 10%)

Results-oriented
(90%)

salary

Age
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Chief (35years)

Manager (42Years)

Toyota Salary curve

Fixed from 54Years

All undergraduate graduates raise their salary 
at the same pace until the age of 32

Age
6025

Salary

6,666,666 RUB

10,000,000 RUB

No resources 

Japanese handicap

Many disasters
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Always thinking for survive

Japanese-style innovation creation method

Step 1. Japan have no resources and many 
disasters, so everyone is always thinking for survive.

(☛Tacit Knowledge)
Step 2. Share the idea with their team.

(☛ Knowledge Management)
Step3. Innovation is born by connecting the ideas 
of people with different ideas.

(☛ Open Innovation)
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All of them are stable because their salaries 
increase until they are 54 years old.

Therefore, there are few job changes.

So you can tell other employees secrets with 
confidence.

Idea contest

Ingenuity proposal form

Give tips when 
installing the door

The material of the 
tool is changed from 
other people.

In this way, know-how is 
visualized.It will be easier 
to share with others.
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Example of Toyota's improvement movement

After improvementBefore improvement 

effect

effect

After improvementBefore improvement 

How did I come up with it

”Way of thinking”

「維新伝心プロジェクト」

Sharing with other departments

Sharing know-how during sales to other 
departments

He creat a catalog that lists the points and 
business vision and concepts of new products. 

He also shared the catalog with other 
departments sales people.

Contribution to other 
departments is a key point in 
personnel assessment.
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Ethno（ Ethnicity ）＋Graphy（description）

Ethnography Can you tell others without words?

You can tell others without any words!

Richard H. Thaler, 
2017 recipient of the Nobel Memorial Prize 
in Economic Sciences

What is this for?
Unfortunately, not for the health of the passengers.
To reduce the number of people on the escalator and lower maintenance costs. 

This is business nudge.

Nudge Theory

You can tell others and move people.
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I was coached to think only about going the 
first 25 meters in 5 strokes

Naturally, the confusion has disappeared, the 
rhythm has become easier to take, and the 
form has become more lively.

Coaching
World's top swimmer in a slump Coating that does not teach

Teach your “way of thinking”

What is leadership to motivate people?

Goodbye Wave

Obviously this person is unmotivated

We need “Coating that does not teach”
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Coating that does not teach

Report

[Question] List 10 innovations that have been 
created in your country.

Find out and report on how one of them was 
created.

The deadline is May 31st

Submit it as PDF file and send it to 
nky15@vos.nagaokaut.ac.jp by email.
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appendix

トヨタ本社全体で7万人

大学・大学院卒3万人 高専・高校卒4万人

部長

次長

課長

9割は課長になれる
次長になるのは難しい
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35歳主任昇進

42歳で基幹職3級
（課長）に昇進

トヨタ自動車の賃金カーブ

早い人は32歳で主任、38歳で基幹職3級（課長）
このペースの場合次長なれる可能性が出てくる

次長になって5年以内に部長になれなければ次長で終わる。
部長の最低の年収は2000万円

理系・大学院卒で平均的な業績の場合（課長どまり）

54歳で役職定年
以後は役職から外れ、
平社員として働く

37歳付近で年俸
1000万を超える

32歳までは学部・大学院卒は
全員同じペースで昇給する
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